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“Only the USSR Has. . . Clean Hands”:
The Soviet Perspective on the Failure
of Collective Security and the Collapse of
Czechoslovakia, 1934–1938 (Part 2)
MICHAEL JABARA CARLEY
The second part of this two part essay focuses on the Czechoslovak
crisis in 1938, based on papers from the Arkhiv vneshnei politiki
Rossiiskoi Federatsii in Moscow and the recently published journals of Soviet ambassador in London, Ivan M. Maiskii. The essay
is also grounded in British, French, and Romanian archives,
and the standard document collections, including the American
and German series. The Soviet Union did all that it could do,
given Anglo-French abdication, to help the Czechoslovak goverment defend its independance against Nazi Germany. The British
and French portrayed a manipulative Soviet Union, seeking to
abandon treaty commitments to Czechoslovakia, while at the same
time they fled from obligations to Prague and projected their own
evasions onto Moscow. In spite of everything, the Czechoslovak
president, Edvard Beneš, might have held the fate of his country in his own hands. Would he do “something crazy”, would
Czechoslovakia fight alone at the outset, hoping that public opinion would force France and Great Britain into war? Tragically,
Beneš would not bid va banque and indeed was complicit in
the Anglo-French abandonment of his country. By its reckoning,
the Soviet Union escaped the crisis with “clean hands”, though a
clear conscience was no consolation in Moscow, where the government had to contemplate the ruin of collective security and its own
isolation in Europe.
At the beginning of 1938 Soviet foreign policy in Europe was in ruins and
Czechoslovakia was in a precarious position. Its potential allies were at
odds with one another. France and Britain hesitated to take action likely
to provoke Hitler. Commissar Litvinov’s efforts to form an anti-Nazi alliance
had failed, overwhelmed by anti-communism, excited by the French Popular
Front and the Spanish Civil War. This “long list of disappointments” made
368
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Litvinov look like a foolish dreamer, and dangerous too, exposing the Soviet
Union to isolation against Nazi Germany. He had to back off in self-defence,
a point he reiterated to his ambassador in London, Maiskii: “As I told you
in Geneva, we are now taking a wait-and-see position on all questions, and
we do not intend to force our collaboration on anyone.”1 It was the only
prudent position to take.
In early March Litvinov received the French ambassador, Coulondre, to
hear him launch into “a long tirade” about Soviet public criticism of France
and talk of “international proletarian solidarity.” It was a familiar theme of
their discussions, but this time Litvinov addressed Coulondre’s complaints
in detail, noting that there was nothing new in recent Soviet comment,
though he would secretly have wished that his comrade-orators had kept
their mouths shut. He could not oblige them to do so—one was Stalin
himself—but Litvinov remarked that if Moscow complained about every
anti-Soviet attack in, say, the French parliament, “we would wear ourselves
out.” There was little profit in pot calling kettle black. We need to focus
on what mattered, Litvinov said: “The entire world recognises that we are
likely on the eve of war.” He reminded Coulondre that the Soviet Union
was not “rejecting cooperation with other countries . . . these countries are
becoming more and more hostile to us, and rejecting cooperation [with
us].” There has been no change in our foreign policy, Litvinov continued:
yet influential people in France and Britain are talking against the Soviet
Union. We cannot ignore these facts. Would Britain or France fail to seek
a rapprochement with the Soviet Union, if not for the “social animosities”
of their governing elites? Litvinov recalled that the Soviet Union and France
had “common interests” and “common enemies,” but that this crucial reality had vanished in the cauldron of the French elite’s anti-Soviet hostility.
Coulondre’s account of the meeting muted Litvinov’s anger, and not for the
first time, even though the ambassador warned Paris of Soviet bitterness
over the failure of collective security.2
On 12 March, the day after Litvinov’s meeting with Coulondre, Hitler
annexed Austria without a shot fired; German troops were welcomed by
rapturous crowds. On 15 March the Czechoslovak minister in Moscow,
Zdeněk Fierlinger, met the deputy commissar Potemkin to report the obvious: that Anschluss created “a serious threat” for Czechoslovakia. The French
government, advised Fierlinger, had informed Prague that it would render
immediate assistance in the event of German aggression. Potemkin was
doubtful, pointing to signs of weakness in London on which France was
dependent. Fierlinger raised the inevitable question: what would the Soviet
position now be? Potemkin replied that the key question concerned France.
If France honoured its treaty obligations, if it “opposed direct and real resistance to the German aggressor,” Britain would be obliged to follow whether
it liked it or not. “As for the Soviet Union no one could ever reproach it for
failure to honour its international commitments.”3
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There may have been a flicker of hope in Moscow when Léon Blum
formed a new government on 13 March, with Paul-Boncour, an architect of
the Franco–Soviet rapprochement, as foreign minister. Yet when the Soviet
ambassador, Surits, met Blum two days later he found him to be in “a
state of panic” undoubtedly because he had just come from a meeting with
the defence minister, Daladier, General Gamelin, and others who said that
France could do little to help Czechoslovakia and that neither could the
Soviet Union. This setback did not stop Paul-Boncour: one of his first actions
was to inform the Romanian minister in Paris that he intended to start talks
with Bucharest about Red Army passage rights.4
On 17 March Litvinov issued a call for an international conference
to deal with the increasing danger of Nazi aggression. As he explained
to Maiskii, “I sought to shake up a little pacifist public opinion, absolve
us of responsibility for the final collapse of collective security, neutralise
somewhat the campaign about our weakness, caused by the [purge] trials. If, contrary to expectations, public opinion succeeds in influencing the
Chamberlain government to move in the direction of the collective discussion of European problems, then so much the better.” Litvinov nevertheless
asked Surits to intervene “unofficially” to obtain French support. It might
help, he thought, with the British.5
There was nothing doing: the British and French governments rejected
the Soviet proposal, the Foreign Office with its usual disdain for Litvinov.
Sir Alexander Cadogan, who had recently replaced Vansittart as permanent
under secretary, noted that the Soviet declaration might create problems in
the House of Commons: “The opposition will say ‘Here is collective security:
march under the brave Litvinoff’s banner.”’
The Russian object is to precipitate confusion and war in Europe: they
will not participate usefully themselves: they will hope for the world
revolution as a result (and a very likely one, too).
So far as we are concerned, I think we need only acknowledge for
the moment. If we decide upon a forward policy—of calling the German
bluff—it may be something to have Russia behind us, more or less. If we
move under Litvinoff’s orders, I believe we shall precipitate a conflict.6

It should be obvious from reading the excerpts of Litvinov’s correspondence
that Cadogan’s assessment was way off the beam.
Litvinov was pessimistic when he wrote to Aleksandrovskii, his minister
in Prague, at the end of March. Hitler could attack Czechoslovakia from
three directions, Litvinov observed, and Czechoslovak president Beneš might
cave in to pressure to make concessions. These could lead to his undoing.
“In any case in its present encirclement, Czechoslovakia cannot long exist
. . . Anschluss already guarantees to Hitler hegemony in Europe . . . quite
apart from the future fate of Czechoslovakia.” Still, Litvinov, torn between
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cynicism and a way forward, was interested in the Romanian position on
the recurring issue of Red Army “passage.” Apparently, the Romanians were
worried about Anschluss, but Litvinov doubted whether King Carol would
risk provoking Germany. The French and Czechoslovaks suggested that the
Soviet Union should pay the cost of their security in offering to renounce
formal Soviet claims on Bessarabia in exchange for passage rights across
Romania, as though Romanian cooperation was not first of all a French and
Czechoslovak interest. As Litvinov saw it, they should be attempting to obtain
these rights, and perhaps unbeknownst to Moscow, the momentary French
foreign minister, Paul-Boncour, was willing to try. The Soviet government
was still open to cooperation with Bucharest “but not at the price of a
renunciation of Bessarabia.” Romania and the other remaining independent
states in central Europe needed to unite against Germany for otherwise
“they will be forced to submit to the German rod, one by one.” This was
a sound argument, but a new Romanian foreign minister, Nicolae PetrescuComnen, told Aleksandrovskii, who was on his way to Moscow in April for
consultations, that “Romania, as a small country, could only pursue a policy
of ‘wait and see.”’7
Litvinov was exasperated by French attacks on Soviet military weakness because of the purges. Perhaps the attacks hit a raw nerve, but Litvinov
calculated that they would redound against France by creating a mood in
Moscow “unfavourable to the resolution of various desiderata of the French
government.” He was thinking about Soviet gas masks which the French wanted
to buy, but there were larger issues at stake.8 Litvinov’s irritation with the French
press was intensified by the ineffectiveness of Soviet “allowances.” If there is
no improvement, Litvinov instructed Surits, cut them off!9
The penultimate Moscow critique of French policy came not from
Litvinov, but from Potemkin in early April 1938 while Blum was still premier.
In spite of the extremely tense international situation, the French government does not change its position of indecisiveness, inaction, and
credulity in the face of events, creating a direct threat to the general
peace and a direct threat to France itself. Neither the German seizure of
Austria, nor the critical position of Czechoslovakia . . . nor the appearance of German and Italian troops on its own Spanish frontier . . . have
forced France to wake up, to think about, and even to do something
about its own security . . . As in the past, they do not take their eyes
off England, in which they see their only hope of defence. As before,
they do not want to understand that the very first demonstration of decisiveness, firmness, and independence of French foreign policy, as it was
during the time of Louis Barthou, would immediately compel the highhanded aggressors to come to their senses, would remind England of
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the danger of its own isolation and encourage all the healthy forces of
democratic Europe in the struggle for peace.

Echoing Surits in Paris, Potemkin repeated that France was heading toward
“catastrophe” unless it made a radical shift in foreign policy. As for
Czechoslovakia, French policy was “cowardly and passive . . . No one
believed that the French government would go to the aid of its ally.”
France was not the only target of Potemkin’s ire; he also singled out
Poland which was “helping Hitler in his actions against Czechoslovakia.”
Even the French ambassador in Berlin had confirmed Polish complicity:
Warsaw intended to seize the Teschen district with its Polish population,
if Czechoslovakia collapsed. Germany was likely encouraging the Polish
“appetite” and pushing Poland toward conflict with the Soviet Union.
“Hitler is counting on the inevitable crushing of Poland by our troops,”
wrote Potemkin: “When we have occupied some areas (nekotorye oblasti)
of Poland, Germany will do the same from its side. Basically fulfilling
Germany’s plan, Poland itself is preparing its fourth partition and the loss of
its national independence.” This was not, however, an objective of Soviet
foreign policy, for Potemkin advised Surits to launch a press campaign
through his contacts amongst French journalists, “explaining the traitorous
role of Beck [the Polish foreign minister] and the fate awaiting Poland, if
it continued further along the path marked out for it by Hitler.” “They are
playing with fire,” Potemkin concluded, for the Poles also have unhappy
minorities.10
The Blum government fell on 8 April, to be replaced two days later by a
new cabinet headed by Daladier. The right-wing Radical politician, Georges
Bonnet, replaced Paul-Boncour as foreign minister. Could the news from
Paris get any worse? “I consider Daladier,” wrote Litvinov, “and especially
Bonnet, even less disposed toward cooperation with us, than Delbos.”11 The
Czechoslovak foreign minister, Kamil Krofta, thought nevertheless that Prague
could count on France and Britain. In Moscow no one believed it, and the
NKID ordered the Soviet embassy in Prague to ship its archives home.12
Potemkin warned Fierlinger that Britain was the key to the French position:
if Chamberlain persuades France “not to irritate Germany,” with whom the
British hoped to negotiate, “the French would not dare to take an independent
position on the Czechoslovak question.” Hitler would see this at once and
act with “impunity.” Fierlinger replied that Czechoslovakia would defend its
independence, arms in hand; though without French and Soviet support its
position would be “very difficult.” When in late April Daladier met Chamberlain
in London, Fierlinger was encouraged. Potemkin was not so sure: “objective
data” by no means confirmed British readiness to oppose German expansion
in central and south-eastern Europe. This was an understatement: Litvinov
had received information that “Chamberlain from the outset had stated that
England could not guarantee the present status quo in Czechoslovakia” in
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spite of concessions offered to the Sudeten Germans. Beneš would have to
make far greater “sacrifices.” War was pointless, according to Chamberlain,
Czechoslovakia would be crushed before any help could arrive. Fierlinger
insisted that the Czechoslovak government would “manoeuvre and survive.”13
Litvinov’s information was accurate. According to Bonnet, Czechoslovakia was
nothing for the British but “rags and patches stitched together by the Versailles
Treaty. No one should die to protect [it].”14
On 6 May Bonnet put out a message to Berlin through a go-between that
the French government “had decided to bury” the Franco–Soviet pact, “to put
it to sleep.” To the Americans, he and Daladier lost no time in saying that
there was nothing they could do to help Czechoslovakia. France had “no more
cards” to play, and not enough guns to confront Hitler. To go to war, “would
mean the defeat and dismemberment of France.” In the event of German
aggression against Czechoslovakia, therefore, “aside from protesting, France
would do ‘absolutely nothing,”’ said the deputy premier, Camille Chautemps.
Britain would take the lead: “France could only muddy the waters. . . .”15
On 13 May Bonnet met Litvinov in Geneva. A crisis could break out
within the next three months, advised Bonnet, and France would mobilise.
What then would the Soviet Union do, he wanted to know, since Poland and
Romania would not allow Red Army passage across their territories? Litvinov
must have been sick of hearing this question since the French would never
say what they would do. Mobilize and then what? Litvinov might well have
replied. Bonnet was looking for the exits, and hoped the Soviets were too.
But Litvinov responded constructively pointing out that the Soviet government did not have sufficient diplomatic influence on the border states to
obtain passage rights. France would need to intervene. He noted that he
was not competent to discuss military questions but that discussions with the
Czechoslovak and French general staffs were essential. Even in 1935 such
talks had been foreseen, Litvinov noted pointedly, but France had not been
interested. Bonnet said that Litvinov’s response was “completely evasive.”
but this was untrue. Litvinov also had meetings with Halifax and Comnen.
You will be making a mistake, he warned Halifax, if you take Hitler’s reassuring words “for pure coin.” Hitler did not care a pin for the Sudeten Germans,
he was interested in “the conquest of territory and strategic and economic
position in Europe.” Halifax said he understood Litvinov’s arguments and
recognised their persuasiveness, but he did not press them in London. As for
Comnen, he stuck to generalities with Litvinov and avoided any concrete
issues, although with Bonnet, according to the French record, he was blunt
in saying that Romania would not permit Soviet passage across its territory. Comnen’s account of his meeting with Bonnet is more nuanced: when
Bonnet asked if Romania would permit Soviet passage, Comnen replied that
the question was too important to give an immediate answer, though “public
opinion” was “unanimously” against it. If you want to count on Romania,
Comnen told Bonnet, France and Britain need to recover their lost positions
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in the Danube basin.16 Romania was being cautious, but during the spring it
“allowed the passage of airplanes and Russian materiel both in the air and
on land” destined for Czechoslovakia.17
The Czechoslovak government’s actions in May seemed to justify
Fierlinger’s earlier declarations to Potemkin. On 19–20 May it appeared
that German military forces were concentrating on Czechoslovak frontiers,
and on 21 May Prague ordered a partial mobilisation to counter it. Hitler
was furious and swore to eradicate the Czechoslovak state. The British
and French were caught off guard and alarmed by the sudden danger of
war. The Foreign Office sent instructions to its ambassador in Berlin to
recommend “moderation” to the German government. Bonnet sent similar instructions, not to Berlin, but to Prague. Litvinov may also have been
caught off guard, but on 25 May he expressed his approval to Fierlinger of
Czechoslovak actions.18
Daladier invited the German ambassador to supper to commiserate as one ex-soldier to another. War would be terrible: “Cossack
and Mongol hordes” would flood into Europe. Daladier had not concluded the Czechoslovak alliance and “was certainly not happy about it.”
But “if Germany attacked Czechoslovakia, the French would have to fight
if they did not wish to be dishonoured.” The French had one line for the
Germans; one line for the Americans, and one for the Soviet Union.19
In the aftermath of the crisis, Bonnet called in the Polish ambassador to
determine what support France could count on from Warsaw if war erupted
over Czechoslovakia. The Polish reply was blunt: Czechoslovakia was an
unviable state and a nest for communists. Warsaw would have Teschen, if
Germany obtained the Sudeten territories. In June Litvinov directed Surits to
warn Bonnet or Léger, but they were already aware of the Polish position.
Litvinov wanted to know, “in the event of our decision to prevent Polish
intervention,” if France would still consider itself bound by the Franco–
Polish alliance. A leak to the press might be useful, Litvinov suggested, in
warning off the Poles. Daladier feared a Polish stab in the back, but Bonnet
delayed for a week before he affirmed that France would have no obligation
to Poland if it attacked Czechoslovakia.20
In early June Litvinov calculated that Hitler would not soon “start an
adventure” in Czechoslovakia, but would try to “squeeze” Beneš, forcing the
maximum of concessions, through the intermediary of British diplomacy.
There was even talk of neutralizing Czechoslovakia on the Swiss model,
though Coulondre affirmed that France would not accept such a solution.
“We know however,” countered Litvinov with his usual sarcasm, “that the
limits of French resistance are determined in London.”21 These observations were accurate and the British and French continued to pressure Beneš
for concessions, the British sending a former Cabinet minister, Walter Lord
Runciman, to Prague for this purpose in early August.
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In view of Soviet pessimism about Anglo–French intentions, Litvinov
sent a cautionary note to Aleksandrovskii in June, advising that the Soviet
government did not want to get ahead of France regarding Czechoslovakia,
since Soviet assistance to Prague was subordinated to that of the French.
“We consider . . . that questions [about mutual assistance] should be discussed necessarily between representatives of the French, Czechoslovak,
and Soviet general staffs. Such discussions we will not solicit and you
should not raise, but only explain . . . in the event of a formal query to
you.” But Litvinov did not entirely discourage Aleksandrovskii: “With such
frantic pressure from the side of England and France, you, of course,
must strengthen the spirit of the Czechoslovaks and their resistance to this
pressure.” We will not support a solution by force of the Czechoslovak
problem, Litvinov explained, but we would not at all oppose a solution fully
preserving Czechoslovak “political independence,” reducing tensions and
preventing the danger of armed confrontation. Nor would the Soviet Union
accept a “neutralisation” of Czechoslovakia leading to the renunciation of its
mutual assistance pacts with France and the Soviet Union.22 These instructions were thus a reiteration of Soviet prudence. The Soviet Union was not
going to stick its neck out against Nazi Germany when other states were
unwilling to stick out theirs.
On 20 July Bonnet summoned the Czechoslovak minister, Štefan
Osuský, in order to clarify “the French position” on the security of
Czechoslovakia. “The Czechoslovak government must know clearly our
position: France will not make war for the Sudeten affaire. Certainly,
publicly we will affirm our solidarity, as desired by the Czechoslovak
government, but our solidarity should permit the Czechoslovak government
to obtain a peaceful and honourable solution.” At the end Bonnet repeated,
that “the Czechoslovak government must understand that France as well as
England will not go to war. It was important above all that matters should
be clear,” said Bonnet, expressing his pained crocodile regret. The difference was stark between Bonnet’s démarche and those of Moscow. At a
meeting with Surits four days later, Bonnet did not mention his warning to
Osuský, saying only that the French and British governments were applying “pressure” on Prague to obtain a negotiated settlement with the Sudeten
Germans. “We cannot impose an agreement on Prague,” Bonnet avowed,
which would be “incompatible with the sovereignty of Czechoslovakia and
which threatened its dismemberment.”23 Did Bonnet take Surits for a fool?
His statement bore no resemblance to actual French policy. In any event,
Litvinov had warned that the Sudeten issue was a ploy to cover the extension of German domination; it had nothing to do with minority rights.
Unfortunately, the French and British would not listen to Litvinov’s warnings, or they ridiculed his “lecturing.” In September when French cabinet
ministers learned of Bonnet’s actions, they protested that the council of
ministers had not authorised them.24
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In August Litvinov sent further instructions to Aleksandrovskii.
We are extraordinarily interested in the preservation of the independence of Czechoslovakia, in the blocking of Hitlerite ambitions toward
the southeast, but without the western powers we cannot do anything substantial, while they do not consider it necessary to obtain our
assistance, they ignore us and between themselves decide everything
concerning the German–Czechoslovak conflict. We do not know whether
Czechoslovakia itself has at some time pointed out to its western “friends”
the necessity of drawing in the USSR. In these circumstances for us publicly and officially to criticise the actions of England and France would
provoke accusations of our attempting to block their “peaceful action”
in encouraging Czechoslovak inflexibility, and thus would not be of any
use to Czechoslovakia itself. . . . It is sufficient that I have pointed out the
absence of pressure from our side on Czechoslovakia and letting them
have their complete freedom of action.

Litvinov was also worried about Polish intervention and feared that
Aleksandrovskii might have gone too far in explaining the Soviet position.
He therefore reminded Aleksandrovskii that Beneš himself did not want the
extension of the Soviet–Czechoslovak pact to cover aggression by Poland.
It does not mean that we will treat this with indifference and that in no
circumstances will take action against it. By our démarches in Paris [in
June] we seem to have given a sufficiently strong warning to Poland.
We, probably, in the future will not refuse to take the necessary steps,
so that Poland has to look back at us regarding its aggressive intentions
toward Czechoslovakia. . . . The [1932] non-aggression pact with Poland,
as you must know, contains a clause in which it says that in the case of
aggression of one of the contracting parties against a third government,
obligations under the pact are vitiated. Thus, in the case of an attack by
Poland on Czechoslovakia, the pact with Poland does not bind us.25

Litvinov’s careful language should nevertheless be considered an indication
of support for Czechoslovakia in contradistinction to the messages coming
from Paris and London.
At the end of August Moscow could only guess what the French had
said to the Czechoslovaks about assistance in the case of German aggression.
Aleksandrovskii had received indications from his contacts in Prague that the
French were making “promises,” but Litvinov speculated that the “promises”
might be imaginary or exaggerated in order to facilitate Czechoslovak negotiations for Soviet assistance. Litvinov was thus uninformed of Bonnet’s July
démarche, meaning that the Czechoslovaks had not advised Aleksandrovskii.
The French minister in Prague, Victor de Lacroix, reported that Beneš had
reacted emotionally to Osuský’s report of Bonnet’s statement, as well he might
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have done. A close ally would have urgently forwarded this information to
Moscow: Krofta only hinted at it with Aleksandrovskii on 27 July when he
characterised Bonnet as a “dreadful coward,” who took fright at the first sign
of danger. It was a good thing, Krofta said, that he was not the only one to
speak for France.26 It would have been a good thing if others in Paris had
spoken a different language than Bonnet. There were few French politicians
who did; Surits called them “white crows.”27
Beneš did not inform Moscow of the Bonnet démarche, either because
he feared weakening Soviet–Czechoslovak military cooperation, or because
he wanted to manoeuvre out of danger or around Bonnet to hold together
the fragile coalition—indeed, one hesitates to call it that—in defence of his
country. In so doing, he underestimated Litvinov, who was at that moment
Czechoslovakia’s most determined ally, but Beneš would not get closer to
Moscow at the expense of Paris. As he said, even in July before Bonnet’s
démarche, his position remained “subordinated” to that of France.28
Litvinov was still not ready to call it quits. On 27 July, the same day that
Krofta met Aleksandrovskii, he talked to Coulondre in Moscow. It was like
a hundred previous conversations which Litvinov had with western counterparts: the “aggressor states” were “carnivores” who attacked the weak.
Show the bayonet and they would retreat. The Germans are bluffing, said
Litvinov. But what if they are not, replied Coulondre. We need “to show a
united front and a brave heart,” was Litvinov’s reply.29
On 29 July, two days after Litvinov spoke to Coulondre, the Red Army
in the Far East became engaged in border fighting with Japanese forces in
Manchuria at Lake Khasan, not far from Vladivostok. The Soviet Union was
therefore no better prepared for a European war than France or Britain,
having to guard a long Siberian frontier against the Japanese and to cope
with the domestic upheavals caused by Stalin’s bloody purges. Yet Soviet
policy against Nazi Germany remained firm, or at least as firm as it could
be, given Anglo–French weakness.
On 22 August Litvinov met the German ambassador who asked about
western and Soviet intentions in the event of a crisis. One wonders what got
into the usually cautious Litvinov for he replied that the Czechoslovaks, “as
one, will fight for their independence, that France in the event of a German
attack on Czechoslovakia, would march against Germany, that England,
whether Chamberlain liked it or not, could not leave France without support,
and we also will fulfil our obligations to Czechoslovakia.” The explanation
for Litvinov’s unusual aggressiveness may be exasperation with the German
ambassador’s attempt to shift blame to Prague for rising tensions, or it was
a bluff to deter Berlin. Rumours of his statement got back to Bonnet, who
had no intention of marching against Germany, and he asked for clarification from Moscow. The French chargé d’affaires, Payart, confirmed Litvinov’s
statement.30
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Bonnet met Surits on 25 August, to obtain his own clarifications.
He opined that the Czechoslovak situation was grave and confirmed that the
French government’s position remained unchanged: “if Germany invaded
Czechoslovakia by military force, France would respect its commitments.”
Surits would perhaps have considered this statement to be good news—had
he believed it—but Bonnet had not given the same message to Osuský.31
Prague knew this, but Moscow did not.
On 31 August Bonnet repeated the French position to Payart and
instructed him to see Litvinov to ask again what the Soviet government
intended to do to support Czechoslovakia in the event of war. The passage
issue was still a problem, he said, “in spite of all my efforts.”32 It is hard
to know what these efforts might have been since Bonnet was concerned
not to provoke Poland into jumping head-long into the Nazi camp. As for
the Romanians, Bonnet does not appear to have taken any action at all.
Bonnet’s Soviet interlocutors wondered whether they could trust anything
he said, and with good reason. On the same day he sent instructions to
Payart, Bonnet told the British chargé d’affaires that if Czechoslovakia did
not accept an arbitrated settlement, as might be proposed by Lord Runciman,
who was still in Czechoslovakia, “that was their lookout, tant pis pour eux.”
Bonnet was certain the German government “would not refuse to accept
a fair British proposal. . .,” but he was not so sure about Czechoslovakia.
Even before Bonnet had a response from Payart, he complained to the
British ambassador in Paris, Sir Eric Phipps, that he was being “pestered”
by Surits, “acting on instructions from M. Litvinoff, to show more firmness
in Czechoslovakia . . . .” Bonnet then said “that Russia’s one wish is to stir
up general war in the troubled waters of which she will fish.”33 This belief
was widespread amongst the Anglo–French governing elite in contrast to
actual Soviet efforts, led by Litvinov, to organise a grand alliance against Nazi
Germany, either to contain it, or defeat it in war, should containment fail.
While Bonnet was offering his comments to Phipps, Litvinov responded
in Moscow to the latest French query. Before doing so he asked for
instructions, meeting Stalin on 1 September. On the following day Litvinov
informed Payart that if France supported Czechoslovakia, the Soviet Union
would fulfill its obligations with the utmost determination, using every
possible avenue of assistance. As for the question of Red Army passage,
while nothing could be expected from Poland, Romania might prove more
cooperative, especially if the League issued a judgement against German
aggression, if only by majority vote. Tripartite staff talks should take place,
and Litvinov affirmed that the Soviet Union was ready to participate in them.
He also reverted to the idea of a high profile Franco–Anglo–Soviet conference to discourage Hitler from invading Czechoslovakia. Having made
the Soviet suggestions, which were similar to those he had offered during the spring, he asked what France proposed to do, since the Soviet
commitment was conditional on French intervention. Following the usual
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French pattern, Payart dodged the question. Litvinov did not let Payart’s evasion go unanswered: “Hitler bases his calculations on a double-hypothesis,
that France will move, but only if England moves, and that England will
not move.”34 This epigram summed up the situation, though Litvinov was
being too generous to France. It is doubtful whether Daladier and Bonnet
would have moved in any circumstances, short of being compelled to do
so by public indignation aroused by Czechoslovak resistance to German
aggression.
When Bonnet received Litvinov’s reply, he misrepresented it to Phipps,
who forwarded what he heard to London. “M. Bonnet feels that Russia is
showing much more caution . . . than she wishes others to show.” This was
a projection of Bonnet’s own position onto Litvinov and even Daladier felt
obliged to correct it. But Daladier was only slightly more determined than his
minister and he shared Bonnet’s nightmare about red “Cossacks” spreading
revolution into Europe. In London Maiskii worried that the French government was attempting to keep secret the Payart-Litvinov meeting and so he
leaked it to Winston Churchill, then a backbench MP. Churchill wanted to
stop Hitler in Czechoslovakia and forwarded Litvinov’s message to Halifax,
who would not take it further. Even if he had, Chamberlain was convinced
he could negotiate with Hitler. On 8 September Maiskii met Halifax who
said the British government wanted “a peaceful solution of the conflict.”
“And the price does not really interest you?” Maiskii asked.
“Halifax shrugged and noted that the price would be determined by
circumstances.” On the following day Halifax told the French ambassador,
Charles Corbin, that Britain was not prepared to go to war “on account of
aggression by Germany on Czechoslovakia.” Maiskii wrote in his diary at
the end of August that he had met the former Liberal prime minister, David
Lloyd George, who discouraged any idea that Britain and France would
protect Czechoslovak independence.35
Litvinov returned to Geneva in early September where Maiskii and Surits
joined him. He met Bonnet on the 11th , though the meeting went badly.
Bonnet said that he had forwarded to London Litvinov’s proposals and that
the British government had rejected them. Bonnet was again disingenuous
for he had misrepresented Litvinov’s ideas to Phipps, though Halifax did
in fact reject them, as conveyed by Churchill. Bonnet blamed everything
on London. According to Litvinov, “Bonnet threw up his hands, he says
it’s impossible to do anything.” This behaviour made a poor impression on
Litvinov who apparently had trouble keeping his temper. He reported that
Bonnet made no proposals and that he had been reserved.36 Bonnet claimed
that Litvinov had been evasive during the meeting and was looking for an
escape from obligations to Czechoslovakia. Again, Bonnet was projecting
his own intentions onto Litvinov.
Since Coulondre had heard only Bonnet’s version of the meeting, he
went in some alarm to see Potemkin who repeated the Soviet position.
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Fierlinger also met Potemkin for he too had heard the Bonnet version
of things from Coulondre. Potemkin repeated the Soviet willingness to
participate in staff talks, still refused on the French side, and to support
Czechoslovakia, “together with France, by all means and ways available to
us.” The French government, Potemkin added, had not even informed some
of its own people of the Payart-Litvinov meeting. Fierlinger should have
been encouraged by Potemkin’s assurances, for he could not have made
them without Stalin’s authorisation.37
Back in Paris, as the second week of September ended, Bonnet was
cracking up. According to Phipps, he “seems completely to have lost his
nerve and to be ready for any solution to avoid war.” Phipps was so concerned that he went to see Daladier, who reaffirmed that France would
support Czechoslovakia if attacked by Germany. This he avowed with
little enthusiasm, according to Phipps. So Bonnet was saying one thing
and Daladier, another. The Czechoslovak minister in London, Jan Masaryk,
heard about the Phipps conversations, obviously from a Foreign Office
source: “Bonnet said that it is necessary to preserve peace, even sacrificing Czechoslovakia, and that France is not ready and does not want to fight
for us. Then Phipps spoke with Daladier, who was a little more determined,
but not much.”38 Daladier knew that France should resist, but he did not
have the confidence to see it through.
Bonnet was angry, blaming the Czechoslovaks for their reluctance to
capitulate. “M. Bonnet expressed great indignation with [the] Czechs who, it
seems, mean to mobilize without consulting the French,” Phipps reported:
“He has therefore given a broad hint to M. Benes (sic) that France may have
to reconsider her obligations toward Czechoslovakia.” It was more than a
hint. “We are not ready for war,” explained Bonnet: “we must therefore
make most far-reaching concessions to the Sudetens and to Germany . . .
this must be done in spite of [the] Czechs and Soviets . . . .” And quickly too,
Bonnet added.39
On the evening of 14 September, news broke that Chamberlain was
flying on the following day to meet Hitler in Berchtesgaden. He had consulted neither the French, nor the Czechoslovaks, and of course not the
Soviets. He was confident he could negotiate with Hitler and avoid war.
“What!” Maiskii wrote in his journal: “The head of the British empire is
going to Canossa cap in hand to the German Fuehrer. This is what has
become of the British bourgeoisie!” Krofta had a similar reaction: a “humbling surrender.” he said: only the British could fail to see it. As for the
French, Bonnet, Lacroix, and François-Poncet were all “defeatists.” Comnen
too viewed the Berchtesgaden meeting as a sign of Anglo–French weakness,
and a demonstration of “how dangerous” it was to go too far in the defence
of Czechoslovakia. Litvinov warned Moscow that the French appeared to
have thrown in the towel. “There remains no doubt that Czechoslovakia will
be betrayed, the only question is will Czechoslovakia be reconciled to it.”40
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The outcome, therefore, was still uncertain. Following Chamberlain’s
meeting with Hitler, the British and French governments applied heavy pressure on Prague to make territorial concessions to Germany, presenting Beneš
with a take it or leave it proposal on 19 September. That same day Bonnet
called in Osuský to advise him that resistance was impossible. According
to Osuský’s report, Bonnet said: “You cannot be sure that France will
help. All depends on how much England will be in solidarity with France.
He [Bonnet] declared that if President Beneš does not accept the FrancoBritish proposals, England will lose interest in Czechoslovakia and this
will have extremely serious consequences.” In Geneva, Maiskii heard that
Osuský had left the Quai d’Orsay, weeping. In London, the Czechoslovak
ambassador, Masaryk, had reacted differently, cursing the British in his best
Russian. When the French cabinet heard on 19 September that Bonnet had
threatened to abandon Czechoslovakia, there was an uproar, but not sufficient to change French policy. The cabinet voted unanimously to support
the Anglo–French ultimatum to Prague. Well, Beneš called it an “ultimatum.”
the French and British ministers in Prague at first insisted that it was “advice.”
During the evening of 20 September Beneš summoned the French minister
Lacroix to ask him for an Anglo–Soviet ultimatum—duly provided just after
2 a.m. on the 21st —so he could persuade his own cabinet to yield. It does
not appear that Aleksandrovskii or perhaps even Krofta were aware of the
Czech president’s manoeuvring.41 When news of the ultimatum reached
Geneva, Maiskii remarked that there were no limits to how low the British
and French would stoop.42 Beneš’s own conduct, however, would not have
inspired confidence in Moscow or Bucharest.
Bonnet told Phipps that the Soviets were “furious.” but then the ambassador mixed up foreign policy with local labour issues. “I suggested,” Phipps
wrote, “that even when the Soviet Government had had no reason whatever
to be furious with France they had done nothing to stop the various strikes
here, nor had they ceased their propaganda for the fatal forty-hour week.
It would be interesting to see what more they could do now that they
were angry.”43 Even local labour disputes were Soviet doing: it sounded like
a rant at the club over dinner and a good Bordeaux rather than serious
comment.
On 19 September, the same day that Bonnet was warning Osuský,
Beneš called in Aleksandrovksii to ask if the Soviet government would
give immediate assistance to Czechoslovakia if France did also; and he
asked whether the Soviet Union would support Czechoslovak action in the
League of Nations if it launched an appeal for help. On the following day,
20 September, the Politburo, which meant Stalin, of course, replied in the
affirmative. This was the day after the French cabinet had met in tumult.
Potemkin immediately cabled the Politburo decision to Aleksandrovskii,
who telephoned Beneš at 7 p.m. that evening to advise him of the reply
from Moscow.44 Obviously, this Soviet reassurance had no effect on Beneš
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for only a short time later he suggested that France and Britain issue an
ultimatum which the Czechoslovak government could then accept.
According to Fierlinger, French conduct was being characterised in
Moscow as “open betrayal.” even amongst the diplomatic corps. Bonnet was
“the biggest coward,” said Potemkin, making excuses about insufficient aviation and “the unwilling of the Soviet Union to help us.” It was Potemkin’s
personal opinion, said Fierlinger, that the Franco–Soviet pact is “useless.”
“Evidently tomorrow the Soviets will publicly expose Bonnet’s fraud.”45
Potemkin was referring to Litvinov’s speech on 21 September in Geneva
where he repeated the major points of his declaration to Payart, so that
Bonnet could no longer distort them. The speech had little impact, although
British representatives, who heard it, realized that Bonnet had distorted
Soviet proposals. “A disgusting liar,” was one comment. It was on this occasion that an angry Litvinov told the British that only the Soviet Union had
“clean hands” with respect to Czechoslovakia.46
On the same day, 21 September, Prague accepted the Anglo–French
ultimatum, but Beneš called in Aleksandrovskii to ask new questions.
According to Aleksandrovskii, Beneš inquired about Red Army passage
across Romania and about the Soviet reaction to a potential Polish attack
on Czechoslovakia. When Potemkin saw Fierlinger the following day,
22 September, he asked about “Beneš’s incomprehensible silence concerning to what degree Czechoslovakia counted on guaranteed help from France
against German aggression,” particularly if Hitler made new demands on
Prague and war resulted. “I reminded Fierlinger,” Potemkin said, “that the
given question is of capital importance to the USSR.” It turns out that Beneš
had also raised another question: would Moscow be willing to conclude a
new Soviet–Czechoslovak pact? Potemkin replied that it was not clear what
Beneš had in mind and that such a proposal would have to be studied.
Obviously, neither Potemkin nor Fierlinger knew about Beneš’s clandestine
capitulation during the evening of 20 September. Fierlinger asked for a Soviet
reply that would reassure Prague.47 But if Beneš would not fight, what could
anyone else say or do to help Czechoslovakia?
In Moscow it seemed that putative allies were always asking what the
Soviet Union would do in a crisis without ever saying what they would
do at the same time. The conversation in Prague indicated that Beneš had
gone fishing with Aleksandrovskii without ever advising Moscow that France
had abandoned Czechoslovakia, or indeed that he had been complicit in the
Anglo–French ultimatum of the early morning of 21 September. The problem
was, as it had always been, that without France, the Soviet–Czechoslovak
mutual assistance pact was inoperable. An aggressive approach would have
been to confide in Moscow, expose Bonnet, as Laval had been exposed in
the Abyssinian scandal, and attempt to bring down the Daladier government.
This Beneš could not do in view of his own involvement in the Anglo–
French ultimatum.
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Still, the manoeuvring went on and still the Soviet Union did
what it could to help Czechoslovakia. On 22 September Krofta advised
Aleksandrovskii that Polish troops were concentrating on Czechoslovakia
frontiers. “It would be good,” suggested Krofta, to remind Warsaw that the
Soviet–Polish non-aggression pact would cease to operate at the moment
Poland attacked Czechoslovakia. When Surits on the same day raised the
question of Polish claims against Prague, Bonnet replied evasively. In
Moscow, however, Potemkin called in the Polish chargé d’affaires at 4 a.m.
on 23 September to warn him that if Poland attacked Czechoslovakia,
the Soviet Union would denounce the Soviet–Polish non-aggression pact.
Potemkin then informed Coulondre, who wanted to know if denunciation
meant that the Soviet Union would intervene militarily. “The note does not
say it,” replied Potemkin, “but it is a warning given to Poland.” In contrast,
Bonnet sought a “friendly arrangement” to allow Poland to annex Teschen
without a fight.48
While the Poles acted like Hitler’s “little cousins,” the Romanians pursued a more positive line. In Geneva Comnen told the British “that, in case
of war, supplies would probably pass through Roumania to Czechoslovakia
and he thought there would be no difficulty in such a case in allowing transit,
especially aeroplanes.” He stressed the difficulties of moving across northern Romania, but he was disposed to help if Britain and France came into
the conflict. According to the Romanian minister in Prague, Aleksandrovskii
informed Krofta that Litvinov had been pleased with his discussions with
Comnen: Litvinov “is under the impression” that they were only looking
for the right “formula to allow Russian support.” The Polish ambassador in
London heard about these discussions: “Litvinoff expected that they would
all be in it together on the same side and then the march through would be
okay.” In early September Soviet planes moved across Romanian territory,
though Comnen was ready to deny it, if necessary.49
Was Litvinov preparing the diplomatic ground for military action, in
case the crisis spun out of control? Was Aleksandrovskii trying to keep
the Czechoslovaks in the game? All one can say for certain is that the
Soviet Union and Romania were being careful not to over-commit, especially with rumours circulating wildly that Britain and France had abandoned
Prague and that Czechoslovakia was “finished.” The German foreign minister Joachim von Ribbentrop boasted to the Romanian minister in Berlin that
no one would to dare attack Germany. Stalin can do nothing because of
Japan, and an army that kills its generals, he added, “does not exist for us.”
No doubt, the Germans were encouraging panic, especially in Bucharest:
Czechoslovakia would be “crushed like a walnut.” Soviet and Romanian support was a “fantasy.” France and Britain would do nothing; “Beneš’s game”
was up.50
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Nonetheless, the Red Army began to mobilise on 21 September. Orders
were issued for a military build-up on the Polish and Romanian frontiers. This included 76 infantry and cavalry divisions, three tank corps
and 22 tank and 17 air brigades.51 Czechoslovakia started to mobilise on
22–23 September, without Anglo–French objection, because of German
Freikorps incursions in the border areas. On the same day Chamberlain
met Hitler again in Godesberg to deliver Czechoslovak surrender only to
be confronted with fresh German demands. On 24 September the French
ordered partial mobilisation and the British mobilised their fleet. The crisis
could still spin out of control.
In the meantime, on 22 September, Fierlinger had met Coulondre in
Moscow, relating his conversation of that day with Potemkin, who, according
to Fierlinger, regretted that Prague had not requested Soviet assistance independent of the Franco–Czechoslovak mutual assistance pact.52 Did Potemkin
mean to imply that the Soviet government was contemplating unilateral
intervention? On the next day, after Potemkin heard about Fierlinger’s
remarks to Coulondre, he asked for an explanation from the Czechoslovak
minister. Fierlinger was caught red-handed. Potemkin expressed his “bewilderment” that the minister could so interpret their previous discussion.
“Being even more embarrassed, Fierlinger admitted that yesterday he spoke
with Coulondre about our conversation during which he wanted to suggest
to the French that Czechoslovakia could even do without them; remarking
to the ambassador that the USSR, as it were, would not mind concluding
with Czechoslovakia a new bilateral agreement.” This is not what Coulondre
had reported to Paris (i.e., suggesting the possibility of Soviet unilateral
action), but Potemkin did not know that and chewed out Fierlinger for misrepresenting his views on the third question put by Beneš (that of a new
Czechoslovak–Soviet pact) which the Soviet government had not discussed.
“I warned Fierlinger that in my next conversation with Coulondre, I would
have to give the ambassador the necessary explanations on this point.”
According to Potemkin, “Fierlinger fell into complete despair. He asked me
not to say anything to Coulondre so that ‘he did not make an even bigger
mess’ in the given question.” Fifteen minutes after Fierlinger left, he telephoned Potemkin, reading to him his telegram to Prague, saying there had
been some kind of mix-up in the forwarding of his cables. Fierlinger had
nevertheless been caught out, for it was not first time that he had implied
to Prague that the Soviet Union might intervene unilaterally.53 There is no
available evidence to suggest that the Soviet Union would have so acted.
In Paris the government was barely holding together: five cabinet ministers threatened to resign, Reynaud, Mandel, Jean Zay, César Campinchi,
and Jean Champetier de Ribes. A few diplomats inside the Quai d’Orsay
also manoeuvred without success for a tougher line against Nazi Germany.
As Zay put it, there still remained a shred of “French dignity,” but it was
only a shred.54 On 23 September there was a warning in the Moscow
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press that Poland also had unhappy minorities in its Ukrainian territories.
On 24 September Coulondre recommended to Paris that in view of “the
imminence of conflict” Litvinov’s proposal for staff talks be accepted “immediately.” When he did not receive a reply, he cabled again three days later
along with a warning about Polish designs on Teschen. According to the
Polish ambassador in Moscow, Foreign Minister Beck was convinced of
Anglo–French passivity and “did not intend to leave to Germany the exclusive benefit of an amputation of Czechoslovakia.” Warnings to the same
effect arrived from the French embassy in Warsaw. What worried the French
ambassador, Léon Noël, was that Poland could move into the German camp
and that an “ideological war” would break out. The Polish ambassador in
Berlin advised his Romanian counterpart that a “new Europe” was in the
making, based on race and the “National-Staat.” Resistance to it “could
be fatal.” Rumours circulated that Bonnet had suffered a nervous collapse
which might explain why he did not reply to Coulondre’s recommendation for staff talks until 28 September and then evasively. “M. Bonnet is not
much impressed,” reported Phipps, “by this prospective [of] late and limited
Russian help. He now further fears Poland would also be on the wrong side
in the event of war.”55
At the same time there was tumult in the streets of Paris as the French
right accused the Communists of “egging on war” and preparing for revolution to set up “a Communist regime.” Even in Prague the right accused
the Soviet Union of responsibility for Czechoslovak capitulation. Potemkin
directed Aleksandrovskii to publicise Litvinov’s Geneva speech to counter
such claims.56
In the last week of September, the Soviet Union had done as much as it
could do to help Czechoslovakia. Litvinov remained in Geneva, but his activities were only of academic interest to the British and French governments,
bent upon finding an escape from the nightmarish scenarios which haunted
them. They were not, however, anxious to take full responsibility for their
actions. When the Czechoslovak ambassador Masaryk confronted Halifax,
the latter said that Chamberlain was only a “messenger” for Hitler.
“A messenger for a murderer and criminal,” Masaryk retorted.
“Unfortunately, that is the way it is,” was Halifax’s reported reply.
If Beneš was not advising Moscow of Anglo–French abandonment,
Masaryk was. Maiskii heard about Halifax’s comment in Geneva. “Comedy
goes hand in hand with tragedy,” he noted in his journal.57
In Paris, Phipps summed up the position: “Unless German aggression
were so brutal, bloody, and prolonged . . . as to infuriate French public
opinion to the extent of making it lose its reason, war now would be most
unpopular in France. I think therefore that His Majesty’s Government should
realise extreme danger of even appearing to encourage small, but noisy and
corrupt, war group here. All that is best in France is against war, almost at
any price.” Even Halifax did not like the reference to a “noisy and corrupt
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war group,” but Phipps was not wrong in describing the views preponderant
amongst the French elite. He defended himself by saying that he had meant
“the Communists who are paid by Moscow and have been working for war
for months.”58
On Sunday, 25 September, it was relatively quiet in Geneva. Litvinov
had with him a number of his ambassadors, and inevitably the question
came up: “Nu, kak . . . will there be war or not?” Litvinov thought the
Anglo–French would cave in and Surits agreed, but others present thought
they would have to fight, if the Czechoslovaks resisted.
“Are Chamberlain and Daladier going to stand up when it becomes
necessary to say the word war! Maybe they will not stand up,” thought
Maiskii.
“Knowing my British, I am inclined to agree with you,” he replied to
Litvinov: “But in the present situation there are unknown factors which now
may play a big role, for example, the conduct of the Czechs at the moment
of danger . . . .” It was in the back of people’s minds: what if Beneš does
“something crazy”? If the Czechoslovaks resisted, Phipps thought, it would
be difficult to keep French public opinion in check for more than ten days.
Bonnet was sure, however, that France would not fight, no matter what
happened. Only the communists would make trouble.59
That same Sunday Daladier and Bonnet met with Chamberlain, Halifax
and others in London to discuss the latest developments and to determine
what to do next. Daladier argued in favour of resistance to further German
demands, but in the end he did not insist or he let himself be finessed
by Chamberlain. Maiskii heard of the discussions on the following day and
that Gamelin had gone to London to brief the British. Bonnet was “playing
the most sinister role . . . insisting on the necessity to avoid war at any
cost.” Daladier was in general supporting Bonnet, according Maiskii, and it
is true that Daladier did not sack Bonnet or silence him. Daladier said that
France would honour its commitments to Czechoslovakia; Bonnet said it
could not. According to Maiskii, Gamelin was offended by Bonnet’s calling
into question “the honour of the French army.” If war had to be fought,
Gamelin insisted, France would emerge victorious. The Germans had not
had time to strengthen their defences on the so-called Siegfried line in the
west; “for the time-being it was only a wall of marmalade.” This was more or
less what Daladier had said during his meeting in London. Maiskii was well
informed. He also heard that Chamberlain had told opposition leaders that
Hitler was “an honourable man.” who would keep the peace after having
obtained the Sudeten territories. Arthur Greenwood and Clement Atlee were
incredulous.
“Have you read Hitler’s Mein Kampf ?,” they asked.
“Yes,” replied Chamberlain angrily, “I have read it, but beyond that
I have seen Hitler and you have not!”
What if the Sudeten territories are not Hitler’s last demand?
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Chamberlain again replied irritably: “I have met Hitler and I believe
him.”60
On 28 September Bonnet was still on the edge of panic, again blaming Beneš for campaigning against the British and French governments “and
working with all the forces in favour of a ‘preventive war”.’61 Now, resistance to Nazi aggression became a yearning for “preventive war.” This was
a message of anti-communist propaganda.
Beneš’s position was of course more complex, the leader of a small
country, manoeuvring for survival. Aleksandrovskii reckoned that Beneš
“both wanted and was afraid of” Soviet aid. “In his last conversations with
me he each time convulsively grasped at the possibility of our help and
summoned me for conversations just when he had received the latest hard
blow from England and France.” When the immediate danger had passed
or when he thought he had found some “new exit” out of the trap, “he
immediately showed significantly less interest in our relations. From the
very beginning to the end . . . he fully hoped and still hopes to obtain the
maximum possible for Czechoslovakia by means of support from England
and France, and about the help of the USSR, sees it as an extreme, suicidal means of defence for bourgeois Czechoslovakia against an attack from
Hitler.” Beneš said he did not want to “take the responsibility for the start
of a new world war”—this guilt originated perhaps from Anglo–French
reproaches—and that Germany would have to fire the first shot, but Hitler
had not done so, whence came all his problems. “Pressure . . . starting with
Hitler and ending with Daladier was an insufficient basis to stand up and
fight.” Aleksandrovskii said he had never criticised Beneš, but only acted as a
go-between forwarding his observations to Moscow. His comments were not
really criticism either, but rather a good analysis of Beneš’s dilemma since
1935, a dilemma reinforced because he too feared the spread of Bolshevism
into Europe and this hampered the defence of his country against Hitler.
Others who might have supported Beneš could not be more Czechoslovak
than Czechoslovakia itself, as Comnen noted after the crisis.62 Much to the
relief of his adversaries, Beneš was not going to do “something crazy.”
As Aleksandrovskii prepared his report for Moscow, the last acts of
the Czechoslovak debacle were already unfolding. With British and French
encouragement, Mussolini persuaded Hitler to agree to a four power conference to settle the crisis, excluding the Soviet Union and Czechoslovakia.63
For Chamberlain it was a chance to prove that he could negotiate with Hitler.
On the morning of 29 September he flew for the third time in a fortnight to
Germany, this time to Munich, where the conference was to take place. As
he left, a Pathé Gazette newsreel shows him walking quickly to his plane at
Heston aerodrome, excited, eyes glowing, speaking to a crowd of cabinet
ministers and supporters: “When I was a little boy, I used to repeat, ‘If at
first you don’t succeed, try, try, try again.’ That’s what I am doing. When I
come back I hope I may be able to say, as Hotspur says in Henry IV, ‘Out
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of this nettle, danger, we plucked this flower, safely.”’ “Hurrah!” the small
crowd responded. As the prime minister’s plane was about to take off, the
narrator says “God speed Mr. Chamberlain!”64
The rest of the story is well-known: an agreement was concluded at
Munich which led six months later to the disappearance of Czechoslovakia.
A Pathé Gazette newsreel portrays Chamberlain, Daladier, Hitler, and
Mussolini in the early hours of 30 September signing the Munich accords.
Afterwards, Chamberlain is seen leaning forward, peering contentedly as
a German official sifts through his papers looking for the English version
of the text. Daladier, observing the scene, turns abruptly and walks away,
apparently not wanting his copy of the agreement. The absence of the
Czechoslovaks and the Soviets strikes the eye.65 In Prague Beneš asked again
for Soviet advice, but then later in the day informed Aleksandrovskii that he
had accepted the Munich transaction. In London Maiskii saw Masaryk, sobbing, “They have sold me into German slavery, like the Negroes were once
sold into slavery in America.” “I shook his hand warmly,” Maiskii noted in
his journal.66
All that remained for the Soviet government to do was to assess the
damage. In early October Litvinov passed through Paris on his way back to
Moscow. He refused an invitation from Bonnet to go to the Quai d’Orsay,
but then the minister turned up at the Soviet embassy where he wanted
to talk about the Munich outcome. Did Bonnet go to gloat? Not according
to Litvinov, but he gloated to Phipps, having obviously recovered from his
long, dark funk: “Bonnet remarked to me that the Soviets’ pretension to dictate French foreign policy was not going to be satisfied. He smiled when he
referred to the probable extent of Soviet help had war broken out, and also
at Russia’s extreme valour from a safe and respectable distance from the
scene of hostilities.” Bonnet continued to project French shortcomings on
to the Soviet Union. Litvinov observed that Daladier had become a popular
hero, but that the European press was deifying Chamberlain. Gifts and flowers were piling up at his door, street names were being changed in his
honour, and he was proposed for the Nobel Peace Prize. Litvinov did not
mention it, but Pathé Gazette produced a newsreel on Munich: “Four strong
men sat ‘round a table,” proclaimed the excited narrator, “and there was
peace in Europe!” Daladier’s open car made its way through big crowds in
Paris, flags hanging from buildings, the Marseillaise booming in the streets,
and Bonnet in the backseat smiling.67
By the time Litvinov returned to Moscow, he was in a fury and he
took it out on France, a country, said the Journal de Moscou (the NKID’s
semi-official weekly newspaper), which had not succeeded in saving even
its honour at Munich. Such comment merely confirmed what Daladier had
admitted to the German ambassador back in May, but an angry Coulondre
demanded an apology.68 A tempest in a teapot, Litvinov must have thought:
I have bigger problems to worry about, notably the collapse of Soviet foreign
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policy in Europe and my own future. Soviet comment about Britain was just
as unsparing. Someone in Moscow remembered the context of Chamberlain’s
citation from Henry IV, which spoke of “dangerous . . . purposes.” “uncertain
. . . friends.” and “cowardly” minions.69 Foreign Office jokers came up with
a new version of Chamberlain’s epigram: “If at first you can’t concede, fly,
fly, fly again.” As for the Poles, “their game is ‘too thin,”’ Comnen noted: it
is a “policy of adventure” which risked attracting Hitler’s unwanted notice.
According to one French diplomat, the Poles “were like the ghouls who in
former centuries crawled the battlefields to kill and rob the wounded.” Like
“vultures.” said Daladier, though he was in no position to criticise.70
Surits wrote that France had suffered a second Sedan, a catastrophic
defeat, and he was disgusted by the cheering crowds in Paris. Maiskii
reported that Chamberlain was in complete control and that he would continue his “retreat before the aggressor.” Litvinov agreed but he did not
think, as Surits did, that widespread defeatist opinion had led to Munich.
A strong French government would have led public opinion. “The French
government,” wrote Litvinov, “did nothing to explain to the population the
importance of Czechoslovakia from the point of view of the interests and
security of France itself.” As for the Franco–Soviet pact, the hollow shell
which Litvinov had thought worth signing in 1935, it was shattered. Surits
reported that the Radicals, amongst whom were Daladier and Bonnet, contemplated denouncing it, if denunciation would buy an agreement with
Hitler. The far-right and the right, whose ideas spilled well into the centre
of French politics, despised the Franco–Soviet pact, for it had strengthened
and legitimised “their main and most hated enemy, the French communist
party . . . it becomes entirely understandable why on a par with the Spanish
question the main pressure from the right develops along the line of our
pact, along the line of relations with the USSR.”71
In December 1938 Ribbentrop visited Paris to sign a Franco–German
declaration. Litvinov could not imagine what price had been paid for
Ribbentrop’s visit, though he speculated, with his now habitual sarcasm,
that Hitler had offered a “free gift” to strengthen the internal situation of
Bonnet and Daladier. The longer they stayed in power the better for Hitler,
Litvinov implied. He wondered whether Bonnet had made some “secret
promises.” nothing in writing, of course, and without the knowledge of
members of the cabinet.72 In Paris too there was speculation about what
Bonnet might have said to Ribbentrop and in particular whether he had
offered a free hand to Hitler in the east if only Germany would leave France
in peace.
On the last day of 1938, it was perhaps appropriate that Litvinov would
complain about an editorial in Le Temps, undoubtedly inspired by Bonnet,
preparing the ground for a further agreement with Germany. Litvinov did not
think that Bonnet had any definite terms in mind, except the “liquidation”
of the Franco–Soviet and Franco–Polish pacts. Perhaps, he contemplated the
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offer of a free hand in the east, but Litvinov thought Bonnet was miscalculating for Hitler would not pay anything for his “so-called freedom of action
in the east.” He did not need to.73
Litvinov’s correspondence in the aftermath of the Munich debacle was
bleak, but as events would prove in 1939, he retained his commitment to
a grand alliance against Hitler. He tried a last time in April 1939, offering
a tripartite political and military alliance to London and Paris. Although the
French were initially interested, the British rejected the Soviet proposal with
their usual disdain. It was the last straw: Stalin sacked Litvinov on 3 May
1939.74 He must have thought that another approach had to be tried for
obviously Litvinov’s was not working.
Soviet policy during the Munich crisis cannot be examined outside the
context of the previous failures of Soviet collective security. Litvinov had
pressed without success for effective cooperation against Nazi Germany.
His policies were not personal; they were approved by the Politburo and
hence by Stalin. In fact, during the last half of the 1930s, there was no
Soviet policy which Stalin did not own.75 When “the boss” appeared to veer
off course, Litvinov intervened to bring him back. He persuaded Stalin to
accept the empty shell of the 1935 mutual assistance pact when it was in
jeopardy in Moscow; he obtained Stalin’s approval in September 1936 to
renew Soviet efforts to consolidate an anti-Nazi coalition; he pulled Stalin
back from a too aggressive policy in Spain; he appears to have persuaded
Stalin to explore the possibility of staff talks with the French in 1936–1937
in spite of justifiable scepticism; and he obtained Stalin’s approval for the
Soviet position to support Czechoslovakia as he explained it to Payart on
2 September 1938. In all of these actions, Litvinov was motivated by raisons
d’État: by his calculations about the Nazi menace and the need to organise
a great coalition of states against it.
In Litvinov’s secret letters and notes cited in this essay, only one is
framed in Marxist-Leninist terminology, when in 1936 he suggested a line to
Stalin for a warning to France in the Soviet press. Stalin might have laughed
at Litvinov’s awkward attempt to “speak Bolshevik.” If an ideology guided
Litvinov, it is one which is traditional and universal: that of not bowing to
a bully. And there was another: that the enemy of my enemy is my ally.
The “white crows” in Paris understood the concept, and long before, so
had the Catholic kings of France who formed an alliance with the Muslim
sultans of the Ottoman Empire. It was the elite of the Third Republic who
had forgotten their history, or chose not to follow it.
Then what about Stalin? Was he a prisoner of ideological convictions;
was he blind to distinctions between “imperialist” adversaries? Were his
suspicions of the French based on ideological prejudices, or on the long
experience of dealing with a hostile French government? During the 1930s
Stalin was preoccupied with domestic politics and killing off his political
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opposition; he had confidence in Litvinov—to the degree that he had confidence in anyone—and permitted him to speak for the Soviet state. Until
now, only a relatively few secret letters by Stalin on foreign policy have
become available. We know however that Soviet foreign policy was highly
centralised and that even minor matters went to the Politburo for approval.
From Stalin’s daily logs, we know that Litvinov met with Stalin on a regular
though not frequent basis, and more often during periods of crisis. We have
access to Politburo protocols on foreign policy. Litvinov himself believed in
a hierarchical structure. Foreign policy could not be made on the fly, with
ambassadors saying whatever they pleased in foreign capitals. The Soviet
Union sought engagement in the 1930s to protect its security. Its policies
were prudent in a hostile, dangerous environment. The Soviet Union did not
seek “isolation”; Litvinov sought participation in an anti-Nazi grand alliance
and he made serious offers to obtain it. Paradoxically, the two European
powers so lacking in guns and gold and so in need of strong allies, declined
offers from the one potential ally capable of changing the balance of forces
against Nazi Germany.
At the beginning of 1938 on the eve of the Czechoslovak crisis,
Litvinov’s long efforts to engineer an anti-Nazi alliance had been a calamitous
failure. One can understand the Soviet government’s caution in dealing with
London and Paris. Yet Moscow still held the door open, as Litvinov explained
in a letter to Surits in January 1938. Litvinov took the initiative several times
in 1938, in March, June, August, and September to protect Czechoslovak
security.76 There was no question of acting unilaterally—for this would have
been a self-defeating policy, as Litvinov had often pointed out with regard
to Spain. Effective collective security required an Anglo–French commitment
which was never forthcoming. Yet the French and British governments—and
many western historians and journalists thereafter—accused Moscow of badfaith, of deception, of plotting to let France and Britain fight Hitler alone.
This was the transgressors accusing the other side of their own transgressions. The French and British said the Red Army could not take the offensive,
that the 1937 purges were a sign of Soviet collapse. In July and August 1938
the Red Army repulsed Japanese attacks at Lake Khasan in the Far East and
in September it mobilized in ten days more divisions on its Romanian and
Polish borders than France could mobilise in the west. Britain, of course, did
not have an army to send to France, and the French had no intention of taking the offensive against Germany even though General Gamelin described
its western defences as “marmalade.”
Then there was the Polish factor. Poland was technically a French
ally, but had concluded a non-aggression pact with Hitler. The Polish
elite detested Russia and the Bolsheviks and were contemptuous of the
Czechoslovaks. The Polish government claimed to pursue a policy of equilibrium between two dangerous neighbours, but in reality its policy leaned
toward Nazi Germany. The French sometimes talked of abandoning the
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Polish alliance, but they could never bring themselves to it, because of fear
of pushing Poland entirely into the German camp. If then there was war
over Czechoslovakia, the Red Army would attack Poland as a Nazi ally and,
defeating it, spread Soviet influence into Europe. The French and British
governments overlooked hostile Polish behaviour, in the hopes of avoiding
the worst, at least for themselves. Their nightmares of the ghoulish twins
of War and Bolshevik Revolution obstructed the defence of Czechoslovakia
and indeed of Europe against Nazi Germany.
So where does responsibility lie for the collapse of Czechoslovakia?
It was Laval who gutted the Franco–Soviet pact and Beneš who accepted
narrow treaty obligations and dependence on France. Litvinov warned Beneš
against a weak treaty, but Beneš would not get too close to the Soviet Union
without France and France would not get close at all. The indispensable
marriage of the “Bolsh” and Marianne was a failure from the outset in spite
of Blum’s later efforts to revive it. Britain also had its part to play, for the
Foreign Office accepted the Franco–Soviet pact only in its weakened form
and only grudgingly. When the Soviet government pressed for staff talks,
and Blum and his allies tried to advance them, Eden intervened to block
the movement. And then Stalin turned on his high command: he thought
perhaps that his homicidal domestic politics would not affect his foreign
policy. If that was the case, Stalin erred for the purge of the Soviet high
command offered a fine pretext for the French general staff to pull back
from closer ties with Moscow which it had not wanted in any case.
In spite of the disarray at home caused by the Stalinist purges, Soviet
foreign policy continued to function in defence of Soviet national interests
and the Red Army carried out a large partial mobilisation in September 1938.
Would the Red Army actually have fought if France and Britain had gone to
war to defend Czechoslovakia? The available evidence does not permit an
answer, but the question is moot in any case. The Soviet Union would not act
unilaterally, and the French and British would not act at all. Czechoslovakia
could have broken the impasse by fighting alone at the outset, but Beneš
was not the one to lead his country in that direction. Czechoslovakia did
not have a more skilled ally than Litvinov. It was Britain and France, and
Beneš himself, who shirked the fight. In this business at least, as Litvinov
said, and as improbable as it may seem in the west, the Soviet Union had
“clean hands.”
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